### Weekly Fry Word Assessment

(#{21} - #30)

**Directions:** Listen to the words your teacher says and circle the correct word in each line.

1. **at** | **hat** | **it** | **am**
2. **bee** | **be** | **been** | **bet**
3. **think** | **these** | **this** | **that**
4. **have** | **had** | **has** | **hive**
5. **for** | **from** | **thumb** | **front**
6. **odd** | **air** | **are** | **or**
7. **won** | **once** | **one** | **on**
8. **ham** | **has** | **have** | **had**
9. **buy** | **by** | **bye** | **be**
10. **awards** | **words** | **worlds** | **world**
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Directions: Listen to the words your teacher says and circle the correct word in each line.

Answer Key:

1. at
2. be
3. this
4. have
5. from
6. or
7. one
8. had
9. by
10. words